The test and retest opportunity afforded by reviewing a patient over time substantially increases the total gain in certainty when making a diagnosis in low-prevalence settings (the time-efficiency principle). This approach safely and efficiently reduces the number of patients who need to be formally tested in order to make a correct diagnosis for a person. Time, in terms of observed disease trajectory, provides a vital mechanism for achieving this task. It remains the best strategy for delivering near-optimal diagnoses in low-prevalence settings and should be used to its full advantage.
Introduction
Advances in medical technology have expanded the range of diagnostic tests that can be offered to patients in primary care. Indeed, the usual solutions proposed for real or perceived delayed or missed diagnoses in primary care often involve greater access to imaging, increased near-patient testing or greater access to secondary care. 1 If establishing a diagnosis is viewed merely as a technical task, it might be assumed that performing more imaging and laboratory tests would help solve this problem. 2 However, when used indiscriminately, such diagnostic technology may paradoxically make the process of diagnosis more costly, invasive and time consuming compared with more traditional diagnostic approaches. We, therefore, argue that the test of time offers an effective tool that should continue to be valued in 21st-century medicine.
The continued active use of the test of time in consultations needs a firm scientific basis, as emphasized by the Royal College of General Practitioners in their 2012 Commission on Medical Generalism, which called for evidence-based tools that could enhance diagnostics in low-prevalence settings. 3 We therefore describe the scientific basis for purposefully using time as a diagnostic strategy. Many tests have high levels of sensitivity and specificity, yet in primary care, they are often found to be poor at helping to diagnose diseases with low prevalence. 4, 5 What may be less widely appreciated is how the test of time, the strategy of testing and retesting a patient over time, can substantially increase the total gain in certainty that a patient has a particular disease. By stating this explicitly, as a principle, its status as a key diagnostic strategy in primary care can be researched, discussed and taught.
Diagnosis in low-prevalence settings
Diagnostic 'tests' can be considered to include symptoms elicited from the patient's history and signs obtained by physical examination, in addition to laboratory tests and imaging. The low prevalence of many diseases in primary care means that even tests with an exceptionally high sensitivity and specificity have relatively high negative predictive values (NPVs) and low positive predictive values (PPVs). 2 The high NPV of most tests helps clinicians working in low-prevalence settings, such as GPs, to correctly identify patients without disease. This is an important role because missing any major pathology can have disastrous consequences. 2 Conversely, the low PPV of most tests, rather than any lack of knowledge or skill, means that GPs are less able to unequivocally diagnose disease. 2 In clinical decision-making, when disease prevalence is low, although it could appear that we learn more from a negative test result than from a positive test, this is not the case; we gain little new information from a negative test result when we already know that that disease is highly unlikely. [6] [7] [8] [9] The principal justification for performing a diagnostic test is to gain new information. Test results can have little impact on clinical decision-making when the prevalence of disease is at extremes because there is little difference between the pre-and post-test probabilities. 6 For any test, the relationship between prevalence and predictive values is dynamic. 10 The total gain in certainty, as indicated by the predictive summary index (PSI, ψ = NPV + PPV − 1) is greatest when the pre-test probability of the disease (prevalence) is around 50% (Table 1, Fig. 1) . 6, 7 Similarly, the number of persons needed to be examined in order to correctly predict a diagnosis of the disease (number needed to predict, NNP = 1/ψ) is also at its lowest around this midpoint (Table 1, Fig. 2 ). Here, a positive result from a sensitive and specific test almost guarantees the diagnosis and a negative result effectively eliminates the target disorder(s) from the differential diagnosis. All tests are of their greatest diagnostic use in the 50:50 dilemma when the pre-test probability of the target disease is equally likely to be present or absent. However, in practice, the time-efficiency principle will operate most effectively at low prevalences, typically between 0% and 10% ( Fig. 2) . Here, each small increase in prevalence results in the greatest fall in NNP, i.e. tests at follow-up rapidly become more useful. This is helpful as the probable prevalence of most major pathologies presenting in primary care is <10%. The diagnostic task is to then apply more refined tests, such as imaging or specialist opinion, for patients who have reached the point of flattening on the parabola, around the 10% prevalence point. It is the particular skill of a GP working in a low-prevalence setting to safely reach this 10% zone, where definitive testing or referral becomes much more useful, by using the time-efficiency principle.
Using time in primary care
The 'test of time' involves careful initial assessment of the presenting problem(s), followed by one or more reassessment(s), ideally after a predefined period of time, although the same principles apply if the patients return entirely of their own volition.
11 On reassessment(s), the symptoms or signs may become more clearly defined and may resolve or worsen, or new ones may appear. Diagnosis by test of time requires a sufficient understanding of the natural course of common or major conditions to enable appropriate reassessments, and this is where the GP's knowledge and experience are most clearly displayed. 11 These conditions may have a provisional diagnosis or informal diagnostic label, e.g. 'it's probably a virus' . 12 This enables the clinician to view the disease as an evolving process. 13 Explaining the time-efficiency principle One of the most important diagnostic tasks performed by the GP is discriminating between the majority of patients with minor, usually self-limiting, illness and the minority with serious disease. For example, a cohort study of 2690 adults presenting with lower respiratory tract infections found that 92% had recovered within 3 weeks and only 1.1% were hospitalized, none of whom died.
14 Because most patients improve within a relatively short time, this creates a dynamic process that efficiently increases the prevalence of serious disease in those patients who fail to recover in the anticipated time. The test of time thus serves as a silent adjudicator-discriminating between those with self-limiting illness and those with serious 15 They demonstrated that using the test of time when faced with uncertainty positively correlated with items relating to 'intuition' , where a decision is reached even though the processes cannot be easily described. They suggested that the test of time contributes to a simple heuristic in keeping with Bayes theorem. 16 Here, the clinician elicits specific points in the history and examination and then delays further testing to identify patients with a pre-test probability of the target disorders closer to the point of equipoise, e.g. in the 10% prevalence range, where any subsequent tests will be of great clinical value. Reaching this point is the reward for those clinicians willing to tolerate uncertainty and provide continuity of personal care.
When is the time-efficiency principle used?
It is important for clinicians to distinguish between patients who require rapid investigation, treatment or referral and those who would benefit from serial testing over time. The test of time should only be used in those situations where the benefit of applying time outweighs the risk of harm from a delayed or missed diagnosis, e.g. diarrhoea, where the initial assessment has not identified any substantial concerns and the usual course of presumed infectious causes is well established.
17 By contrast, the occasional patients with red flag symptoms and signs, or who present late, warrant immediate referral.
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The main diagnostic challenge in primary care is low prevalence, not opportunities to use time, which are abundant. 18 Patients are typically seen early in the course of an illness and care should be considered continuous. By contrast, in secondary care, many patients have been through the filter of primary care, where time may have already been used. As a consequence, patients are often seen later in the course of their illness when more urgent, definitive treatment is required. 6 Minimizing the cascade effect A major benefit of the test of time is that it serves to protect patients with non-serious disease from unnecessary additional testing. It is a brake upon cascade effects that occur when an initiating factor, such as an inappropriate test, is followed by a series of tests with increasing momentum, so that stopping becomes progressively harder, possibly moving to sophisticated tests and procedures where risk exceeds benefits. 19 Cascade effects can be triggered by inappropriate data gathering such as the erroneous interpretation of a laboratory result outside normal ranges, underestimating the risks of test of treatment, underestimating the possibility of a false-positive result and the intolerance of uncertainty by the doctor. Because the chief source of error in medicine is not the quality of performance of processes but the quality of decisions to initiate those processes, it may be that the test of time serves as a relative brake against iatrogenesis. 15 It may also be one of the key reasons why strong primary care is associated with lower health service costs. 13, 20 Continuity of care
The effectiveness of the time-efficiency principle is associated with the continuity of personal care provided by the clinician. It is here that we see the value of interpersonal warmth, trust and informality, which characterize most general practice consultations, together with the careful but economical exclusion of serious illness. 21 For patients to tolerate the inevitable uncertainty of waiting for symptoms to resolve or develop, it is vital that they are able to trust their GP. Meanwhile, great care must be taken to ensure that the social rhythms of primary care, such as appointment systems, relate to the natural course of disease. General practice should be seen as an average of 38 minutes clinician-patient contact spread over the course of a year, not just discrete, typically 10-to 15-minute isolated consultations. 22 At any time, a GP usually has several patients due to have further tests conducted at a specified time point when the diagnosis may become more clear. 23 For example, a borderline thyroid function test may be repeated after 3-6 months to determine whether it has become abnormal or reverted to normal. A failure to provide such continuity of care weakens the opportunity to use time as a diagnostic strategy.
Circumventing the test of time
Primary care operates in a relatively technologically unsophisticated environment remarkably well suited for the populations it serves. In many ways, the timeefficiency principle typifies this approach by using the trust that comes from strong clinician-patient relationships to allow time to be actively used for self-limiting conditions to resolve or pathology to emerge. In recent years, this has been challenged by a growing interest in near-patient diagnostic testing, particularly in the USA,
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Family Practice-The International Journal for Research in Primary Care where 20% of laboratory results are performed and analysed solely in primary care. 24 In doing this, the doctor lessens the use of the time in an attempt to diagnose disease earlier in the course of an illness. Such innovations can be quickly established in practice, especially when promoted by commercial interests, so that within a short space of time, the onus is on the doubter to show that they do not work rather than on proponents to show that they do. 25 The test of time can also be circumvented by requesting wide batches of 'routine tests' early in the diagnostic process. This can come from patient pressure or defensive practice, an attempt to minimize all uncertainty as an assumed safeguard against litigation. Perhaps the greatest irony is that this approach may not only be counterproductive, it may actually increase malpractice risk. 26 Studdert et al. argued that the more that refined diagnostic tests with low predictive values are performed for a given condition, the more likely is this to become a legal standard of care. 27 
Conclusion
The challenge for primary care and other low-prevalence settings is to only make diagnoses that are actually useful to patients, at the optimum time, while living with the uncertainty of informed doubt. The trust patients have for their doctor should be matched by a willingness to tolerate such uncertainty and not rush for technologically appealing investigation before time can be used appropriately to identify more clearly the possibility of serious pathology. If we cease to provide patient-centred diagnostics as reflected by the timeefficiency principle, it is primarily because we have lost our sense of respect towards the natural history and prevalence of disease that we see every day. If we allow a false reliance on inappropriate near-patient diagnostic testing, and residual alarm from rare late diagnoses where harm has ensued, to push us towards making over-refined diagnoses unnecessarily early, the costs for patients and for professional morale will be considerable.
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